Book case with stand function for Samsung Galaxy S8
SKU: TEBOOKSTANDSAS8

Book case stand function, credit card holder and TPU transparent cradle for Samsung Galaxy S8,
black color
Book case stand function, credit card holder and TPU transparent cradle for Samsung Galaxy S8,
blue color
This book case for Samsung Galaxy S8 phones protects the touchscreen from scratches and dirt. In fact by closing the cover of the
book, it is possible to isolate the entire screen surface. Opening the case is quick, easy and convenient: just a small movement for access
to all the phone functions. The hole on the back allows the camera and flash to take pictures at any time.
The base of this case turns into a practical stand for holding up your smartphone. With the stand in place, watching videos on your phone
will be completely comfortable.
Features:
Protects the entire surface of the touchscreen
Document pocket
Back hole for camera and flash
Stand function
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Book case with stand function for Samsung Galaxy S8
SKU: TEBOOKSTANDSAS8

Details
EAN: 8018417235023
Type: Book case
Material: PU + TPU
Finishing/Feature: Holder pocket card / Stand

Pack:
Height Pack: 200 mm.
Width Pack: 90 mm.
Depth Pack: 20 mm.
Weight Pack: 110 g. / 79 g.

Inner:
Amount Inner: 6
Height Inner: 140 mm. / 215 mm.
Width Inner: 220 mm. / 140 mm.
Depth Inner: 105 mm.
Weight Inner: 500 g.

Master:
Amount Master: 72
Height Master: 445 mm. / 440 mm.
Width Master: 440 mm. / 445 mm.
Depth Master: 235 mm.
Weight Master: 9400 g.
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